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About This Game

Welcomed by the fluttering of cherry blossom, the main character, Brian, starts a new high school life in Japan. Brian soon
starts to get along with two girls in the same c 5d3b920ae0
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A rather interesting and funny little visual novel, this one centers around an American exchange student studying in Japan for a
year. The first students he meets are Chiyoko and Arisa, two girls who befriend him and proceed to show and tell him about
many facets of Japan and Japanese culture. In the end, you can choose to start down the path of becoming a bit more than just a
friend with one of the two (there is no love confession, just. an awareness that the protagonist feels something for them). All in
all, a good buy. Though it also can be a bit time-consuming considering how the scene partissons work.. This Chinese anime is
only propaganda for schools in China +Chinese anime +educative? -friendzone. i love any japanese game so this took me by
surprise i really enjoyed playing it.. Japanese Culture Game Soft Love Story. unfortunately couldnt find tidy the quest continues
but i did learn a bit of japaneez so that is cool and good. Not what i expected, It's more a cultural lesson in japanese than a visual
novel, but still quite enjoyable. I reccomend this game if u want to learn some more about traditions and customs in japan, but
not if you are looking for a gripping story. there is no real point in doing both routes since they almost identical which is a big
minus in my books.. SO MANY TENTACLES. This is more or less "facts and information about Japan", and while the story is
pretty bland, honestly it's not bad. You can pick few dialogue options in the game but in the end it doesn't matter because not
much changes, very linear. The things that stand out the most are great voice acting, and very good art.. Why is my peepee hard.
you actually learn a few things with this visual novel. on top of that you have to make 3 (minor) choices AND at least for the
characters, there's some fx animation going on. nice.
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